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Year: 1998-1999
Make: Chevy
Model: S-10 / Blazer

INSTALLATION INSTRUCTIONS
What’s in the Box:

(2) Mesh Grill Pieces, (8) Ties, (1) Small Spool of Metal Wire (optional).

Tool List: Wire Cutters

Upper Bumper Mesh Installation:
1. Start by opening your hood and propping your hood up. You need to gain access to behind the grill. The bumper
can be removed by simply unplugging the turn signal bulbs and pulling the grill out.
2. Place the lower insert in the lower grill opening.
3. Run ties through the stock grill (starting them from behind the stock grill) and the new grill. Then loop the cable tie
back through an adjacent mesh diamond. Check to make sure the cable tie is going around one of the existing grill
bars. The metal wire can be used an alternative for the ties if desired.
4. Secure the tie and repeat this process a few more times so that the grill is secured. We suggest a minimum of 2 ties
on the left, center, and right sections.
5. Repeat step 3 & 4 for the upper section.
6. Clip the ends of the cable ties off.
7. Replace any factory parts that were removed, & the close hood.
8. To conceal any remaining parts of the cable tie on top of the mesh, it’s possible to use a silver marker and brush
over the tie in the areas where the mesh should be.
PLEASE NOTE: The instructions provided are the suggested installation method. If you feel that the installation instructions are
inadequate or unsafe then please feel free to develop your own installation techniques that fit your exact needs.
customcargrills.com llc is not liable for any personal or property damage resulting from our products. If you have any
suggestions on how to improve our installation instructions then please email your comments to info@customcargrills.com .

